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Motivated by analogue models of black holes, a scheme is developed to analyse multi-mode scat-
tering processes in dispersive, inhomogeneous media. The scheme is applied to the scattering of
weakly dispersive gravity waves with a rotating, draining vortex flow, which captures many features
of a rotating black hole spacetime. In particular, the quasinormal mode spectrum is computed and
shown to deviate from the non-dispersive case for the co-rotating modes in the system.
I. MOTIVATION
General relativity (GR) is a low energy theory which
has been widely successful in explaining and predicting
a wide range of gravitational phenomena [1–7]. The the-
ory treats spacetime as a smooth continuum, through
which matter moves whilst dynamically influencing the
geometry. At high energies, however, this description is
expected to break down; in particular, high frequency
modes in the system operate on small scales where quan-
tum mechanics steals the spotlight. One of the ways
that the low energy description may become modified
approaching these high energy scales is through correc-
tion terms to the relativistic dispersion relation [8] (also
known as Lorentz-violating terms). Such modified dis-
persion relations are studied phenomenologically [9, 10]
and arise also in certain modified theories of gravity
[11–13]. In both approaches, scattering processes (e.g.
around black holes) become more complicated due to the
presence of extra spatial modes in the system compared
to the relativistic case. The aim of this work will be to
develop an intuitive tool that allows one to analyse such
scattering processes.
Analogue gravity is an area of research which deals
with phenomenological modifications to classical GR [14].
It is based on the notion that fluctuations of many con-
densed matter systems exhibit the same low energy be-
haviour as GR whilst deviating at high energies. For
example, in fluid flows these deviations arise due to the
atomic nature of the system on small scales. This princi-
ple has been used to verify Hawking’s prediction of black
hole evaporation [15] in media which exhibit high fre-
quency dispersion [16, 17], thereby lending credence to
the Hawking effect despite our lack of knowledge con-
cerning quantum gravity. A further advantage of ana-
logue systems is that they can be set up in laboratory
experiments. Indeed, a range of experiments have been
set up to test properties of Hawking radiation, e.g. in
open-channel fluid flows [18–22] and Bose-Einstein con-
densates [23–25].
Besides the Hawking effect, black holes exhibit a va-
riety of interesting scattering phenomena. For example,
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waves around a rotating black hole can be amplified as
they scatter with the system in a process known as su-
perradiance [26–29]. With origins in quantum mechanics
[30–34], superradiance appears under different guises in
many disciplines [35, 36]. For example, it is related to
over-reflection in fluid mechanics [37–40]. Historically,
superradiance has played a key role in the early develop-
ment of black hole thermodynamics [15, 41] and more re-
cently, proposals have been outlined to search for physics
beyond the standard model using black hole superradi-
ance [42–44].
Another important phenomenon associated with black
holes is quasinormal ringing [45]. When a perturbed
system relaxes towards equilibrium, it does so through
the emission of quasinormal modes (QNMs). These are
solutions of the equation of motion which obey purely
transmissive conditions on the system’s boundary, i.e.
they carry energy out of the system. Since QNMs de-
pend only on the properties of the emitting system, many
researchers over the years have considered the possibil-
ity of “hearing the shape of a system” simply by listen-
ing to it’s charactersitic frequencies [46]. The proposal
to use the QNM spectrum of a black hole to infer it’s
mass and angular momentum dates back to the 1970s
[47–49], and with recent advancements in gravitational
wave astronomy, this long held goal has become a real-
ity [50, 51]. Specifically, binary black hole mergers pro-
duce large enough gravitational waveforms for detection
on earth, thereby allowing tests of GR in the strong grav-
ity regime [52]. The waveform consists of three phases:
inspiral, merger and ringdown, where the ringdown phase
is comprised of the QNMs. In addition to their astrophys-
ical importance, QNMs are also of interest to theoretical
physicists. For example, they play a role in cosmic cen-
sorship proposals [53–55] and are also related to the area
quantum of black holes [56–58].
Until fairly recently, the focus of the analogue grav-
ity community has been on understanding and detect-
ing Hawking radiation and, as such, modelling efforts
have mostly centred on one-dimensional systems [59–65].
However, most astrophysical black holes are expected to
rotate [66], thus, it is important to develop our under-
standing of processes that occur in these systems. One
system which is known to capture many features of a
rotating black hole spacetime is a rotating, draining vor-
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2tex flow known as the draining bathtub vortex (DBT)
[67–69]. This system possesses both a horizon and an er-
gosphere and is thus expected to capture a variety of ro-
tating black hole processes; in particular, superradiance
[70–72] and quasinormal ringing [73, 74]. Indeed, both of
these effects have recently been measured using surface
gravity waves [75] in a labortory experiment [76, 77]. At
present, however, a theoretical understanding of these
processes when the medium becomes dispersive is lack-
ing from the literature.
II. OVERVIEW
The goal of this work will be to develop a scheme
which gives not only a simple interpretation of compli-
cated scattering processes involving dispersive waves, but
also provides an intuitive method for estimating the dif-
ferent scattering coefficients.
The method will be based on the Wentzel-Kramers-
Brillouin (WKB) approximation, which is a particular
case of what is more generally called multiple scale anal-
ysis [78]. The fundamental principle underlying these
approximations is that if the background does not vary
significantly over the scale of a wavelength, the waves can
be effectively treated as point-like particles. This method
is precisely analogous to semiclassical approximations in
quantum mechanics [79] and is also called ray-tracing e.g.
in plasma physics [80]. The two separate notions of wave-
like and particle-like behaviour become equivalent in the
limit of small wavelengths (which, in the present work,
can be achieved for large azimuthal numbers) and thus,
the methods discussed herein are expected to yield in-
creasing accuracy for the modes in the system with high
angular momentum. Indeed, similar methods based on a
WKB approximation have already been shown to accu-
rately predict experimental observations e.g. to describe
the relaxation of hydrodynamic rotating black holes [77].
The fundamental tool of the method to be discussed
consists of phase space diagrams containing the paths
traced out by the effective point-like particles (these di-
agrams bare a strong similarity to Feynman diagrams
[81]). Within this approach, the amount of scattering can
be estimated by computing the coupling between modes
at points in the phase space where neighbouring paths ei-
ther intersect or become very close. The locations where
neighbouring paths intersect correspond to the turning
points of classical particles (or caustics in the language
of ray-tracing [78]). As is well known, the WKB solution
fails at turning points and thus, an exact solution must
instead be sought locally. This is to be expected since the
WKB solution encodes only the adiabatic change in the
waves and thus, to describe scattering (i.e. non-adiabatic
interactions between modes) one needs to look beyond
the WKB approximation. Once obtained, the exact local
solution around the turning point can be asymptotically
matched onto the different WKB modes either side. A
similar approach exists when neighbouring paths nearly
intersect but narrowly miss, in which case the modes
are coupled at a saddle point in phase space [80]. In
both cases, the results of the asymptotic matching can
be grouped into a matrix which transfers the WKB so-
lution across the turning/saddle point. In this way, one
can define a patchwork solution over the full system: the
WKB solutions are the fabric and the stitching is pro-
vided by the transfer matrices.
The strength of the framework lies within it’s simplic-
ity. In particular, the scattering of waves for any given
set of parameters can be determined using the following
three step procedure:
• Draw the phase space diagram.
• Identify all the turning points and/or saddle points.
• Write down the scattering matrix.
To demonstrate the use of the method, I show how it can
be applied to study the scattering of weakly dispersive
gravity waves in the DBT. This develops on from existing
studies of scattering in weakly dispersive systems [82] and
dispersive waves around a DBT [83]. In particular, I will
use the scattering matrix to identify a suitable condition
for the QNMs of the DBT, which I then solve for several
examples. The advantage of the weakly dispersive regime
for this purpose (as opposed to e.g. the deep water regime
[84]) is that the behaviour of the QNMs can easily be
contrasted with those in the non-dispersive case by taking
the dispersion parameter to zero. The application of the
method to superradiant scattering in the same system
will be published in another paper.
III. THE SYSTEM
A. The wave equation
Consider a general wave equation in (N+1) dimensions
of the form,
D2tφ+ F (−i∇)φ = 0, (1)
where φ represents the fluctuations and F is an arbi-
trary function of the gradient operator. In the context of
fluid mechanics, v corresponds to the velocity field of the
background medium and Dt = ∂t + v ·∇ is the material
derivative. In general relativity, v represents the shift
vector appearing the in metric when splitting into space
and time components [85]. This wave equation neglects
dissipation but accounts for generic dispersion through
the function F .
B. The dispersion function
Firstly, one must make a choice for the dispersion func-
tion F . The model example considered here will consist
of a body of water at depth h moving with velocity v in
3the (x, y) plane (i.e. N = 2). Fluctuations to the water’s
surface δh (known as surface gravity waves) are described
by the equation of motion [84],
D2tφ− ig∇ · tanh(−ih∇)φ = 0, (2)
which is precisely of the form in (1). Here, φ is identified
with a perturbation of the velocity potential which is
related to the free surface fluctuations via,
δh = −g−1Dtφ. (3)
When the wavelength of the fluctuations is much larger
than h, one may work with a truncation of the hyperbolic
tangent function in (2) to leading order in it’s argument.
This regime, known as shallow water, has the wave equa-
tion,
D2tφ− c2∇2φ = 0, (4)
where c =
√
gh is the shallow water wave speed. Since all
frequencies propagate at this speed, the system is non-
dispersive. Note that (4) is obtained as the low frequency
behaviour of a wide variety of systems [14] besides that
of gravity waves. All that is required is that the leading
term in the Taylor expansion of F be quadratic in it’s
argument.
The wave equation (4) is formally equivalent to the
Klein-Gordon equation for a massless scalar field φ,
1√−g ∂µ
(√−ggµν∂νφ) = 0 , (5)
which describes how φ moves through an effective space-
time whose metric is,
gµν =
(−c2 + v2 −v
−v I
)
, (6)
where I is the N×N identity matrix. The equivalence be-
tween (4) and (5) forms the basis of the analogy between
fluid mechanics and general relativity. As noted above,
this limiting behaviour is not unique to gravity waves
and as such, the motion of fluctuations in a variety of
systems can be described in terms of an effective space-
time geometry [14]. This work will be concerned with the
modifications to this description that occur when disper-
sive effects are included.
C. Model system
Finally, one must choose the function v describing the
system. The model system in this work will be an ef-
fectively two dimensional irrotational vortex flow, com-
posed of an inviscid, incompressible fluid. If the system
is axisymmetric and stationary, the general solution to
the incompressible and irrotational conditions (∇ ·v = 0
and ∇× v = 0 respectively) is,
v = −D
r
er +
C
r
eθ, (7)
where C and D are the circulation and drain parameters
respectively. Since the vortex is draining, D is a positive
constant. C can be chosen positive or negative depending
on the direction of rotation. In this paper, I will work
with C > 0. This solution for v is consistent with the
full fluid equations far away from the centre where the
water’s surface h is approximately uniform. The flow
profile in (7) is known as the draining bathtub vortex
(DBT).
In the shallow water regime, this flow profile consti-
tutes the analogue of rotating black hole spacetime, since
it exhibits both a horizon and an ergosphere. The horizon
rh is the boundary of the region inside of which no pertur-
bation can escape to infinity and is given by the condition
|er ·v(rh)| = c. The ergosphere re is the boundary of the
region inside of which no perturbation can move against
the flow’s rotation which respect to infinity and is given
by |v(re)| = c. Solving these two conditions using (7)
gives,
rh =
D
c
re =
√
C2 +D2
c
. (8)
In the dispersive regime, different frequencies travel at
different speeds and the notion of a horizon becomes dif-
ficult to define. In fact, we will later see that for sur-
face gravity waves, the horizon is naturally replaced by a
turning point where a in-coming short-wavelength mode
is converted into a long-wavelength out-going one. In the
time-traversed scenerio (i.e. a white-hole spacetime) this
phenomenon is known as wave-blocking [19].
IV. THE WKB APPROXIMATION
A. Homogeneous flow
When v is homogeneous, (1) admits exact plane wave
solutions φ ∼ exp(ik · x − iωt), whose frequency ω and
wavevector k are related through the dispersion relation,
Ω2 ≡ (ω − v · k)2 = F (k), (9)
where Ω is the intrinsic frequency of the wave in the fluid
frame. The specific k dependence in F will determine
the number of solutions kj to (9), where j = 1, 2, ...,M
where M is the total number of modes. For F polynomial
in k, M corresponds to the order of the highest spatial
derivative in (1). Throughout this work, superscript j
will indicate that a quantity is associated to a particular
kj mode.
Since (1) is second order in time, solutions to the dis-
persion relation can lie on one of two branches given by,
ω±D = v · k±
√
F (k). (10)
The dispersion function F (k) determines the group ve-
locity of the waves via,
vg =∇kω = v ±∇k
√
F . (11)
4This is frequency independent only when F is quadratic
in k, which corresponds to (1) being second order in spa-
tial derivatives, as in (4). For any other k dependence,
vg becomes frequency dependent and the system is dis-
persive.
B. Inhomogeneous flow
When v is non-uniform, plane waves will no longer be
solutions to (1). However, if the fluctuations vary over a
scale λ which is much shorter that the scale L over which
v changes, one can define a small parameter  = λ/L 1
and write the solution to (1) as,
φ = A(x, t) exp
(
iS(x, t)

)
, (12)
where A and S are the local amplitude and phase re-
spectively. Inserting (12) into the wave equation (1), the
leading contribution in  gives the Hamilton-Jacobi equa-
tion,
(∂tS + v ·∇S)2 − F (∇S) = 0, (13)
(this step is explained in more detail in [84]). Identifying
the frequency and wavevector through,
ω = −∂tS, k =∇S, (14)
the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is equivalent to the dis-
persion relation (9) which now gives the local values of
ω and k when v is varying. Since (13) is a first order
PDE, its solution can be obtained by first splitting into
a system of first order ODEs and solving these for the
integral (or characteristic) curves. These characteristics
(known as rays in optics and geodesics in general relativ-
ity) can be found from an effective Hamiltonian H (see
Appendix A for details). Using (10), this Hamiltonian
can be expressed concisely as,
H = −1
2
(ω − ω+D)(ω − ω−D). (15)
The characteristics are obtained as the solutions of
Hamilton’s equations,
x˙µ =
∂H
∂kµ
, k˙µ = − ∂H
∂xµ
, (16)
where xµ = (x, t), kµ = (k, ω) and the overdot denotes
the derivative with respect to τ which parametrises the
curves. Solving the system of equations (16) gives the
coordinates and the conjugate momenta in terms of the
parameter τ , i.e. xµ = xµ(τ) and kµ = kµ(τ). The phase
part of φ in (12) can then be reconstructed by integrating
(14) along the different trajectories. In addition to (16),
the solutions are also required to satisfy the Hamiltonian
constraint,
H = 0, (17)
which guarantees that they lie on one of the two branches
of the dispersion relation (9). A solution which satisfies
this condition is called on-shell, a name borrowed from
quantum field theory to describe particles which satisfy
the relativistic energy momentum relation [86].
At next to leading order in , the wave equation gives
a transport equation for the amplitude,
∂t(ΩA2) +∇ · (vgΩA2) = 0, (18)
which can be solved for A using the solutions of the
Hamilton-Jacobi equation (13). This equation describes
how the amplitude evolves adiabatically along the char-
acteristics. As noted earlier, (18) fails to account for
non-adiabatic exchanges between different modes. This
motivates the development of the matching procedures
to be outlined shortly.
C. Stationary systems
The difficulty of the problem is reduced significantly
when v does not evolve in time, which means that each
frequency component evolves independently of the oth-
ers. The same is true when the system exhibits some
degree of spatial symmetry, for example, if v is indepen-
dent of the azimuthal angle θ as in (7). In this case, each
of the azimuthal components also evolves independently.
Perturbations can then be decomposed as,
φ(r, θ, t) =
+∞∑
m=−∞
ψ(r)√
r
eimθ−iωt (19)
where m is the azimuthal number and ψ is the radial
mode, i.e. the part of the field containing the r depen-
dence. The factor of
√
r is introduced for convenience.
Under these conditions, the wave equation (1) becomes
an ordinary differential equation in r for ψ, which one
can solve for using the WKB framework established in
the previous section. In these coordinates, the wavevec-
tor has components,
k = (p,m/r), k =
√
p2 +
m2
r2
(20)
where p is the radial wavevector and k = |k|. The radial
WKB modes are given by,
ψj = Aj(r)ei
∫
pj(r)dr. (21)
An added benefit of this effectively one dimensional treat-
ment is that pj(r) can be obtained directly from the dis-
persion relation (9) for fixed ω and m. This is equivalent
to (but far simpler than) solving Hamilton’s equations
(16), since the former is an algebraic problem whereas the
latter involves a system of differential equations. The am-
plitudes Aj are obtained by solving the transport equa-
tion (18) for each pj . Using (9), (11) and (15) to write
5H′ = er · vgΩ, where prime denotes derivative with re-
spect to p, one finds,
Aj = αj |H′(pj)|− 12 (22)
where αj is an adiabatically conserved constant of mo-
tion.
D. Weakly dispersive gravity waves
As an example, consider the dispersion relation for
gravity waves in the flow field of (7),(
ω − mC
r2
+
pD
r
)2
= gk tanh(hk). (23)
When dispersive effects are small, i.e. hk  1, the hyper-
bolic tangent function admits an expansion in powers of
hk. Keeping only the first two terms, Eq. (23) becomes,(
ω − mC
r2
+
pD
r
)2
= c2k2 − c2Λk4. (24)
where the dispersive parameter is defined Λ = h2/3. For
Λ = 0, one obtains the shallow water dispersion relation
corresponding to the wave equation in (4). Since this is
quadratic in k (i.e. M = 2), there will only be two pj
in shallow water. In this work, I will be interested in
modifications to scattering that arise when Λ 6= 0. In
this case, (24) is quartic in k (i.e. M = 4) and there are
four different pj . Let these be labelled j ∈ {d,−,+,u}
in order of increasing Re[pj ]. The + and the − solutions
are the two which are present in shallow water, whereas
the u and d solutions result from the Λ term dominating
at large k.
When the pj are real, they appear as the locations
where a line of constant ω intersects with one of the
branches of the dispersion relation,
ω±D =
mC
r2
− pD
r
± c
√
k2 − Λk4. (25)
Since this is invariant under a rescaling by c and D, I
will set c = D = 1 from here on. An example at a
particular value of r is shown in Fig. (1). If there are
less that 4 intersections, then two or more of the pj will
be complex. From the figure, it is clear that the extrema
of ω±D correspond to the points where real p
j become
complex and vice versa. These extrema will play a crucial
role in the following. The dependence of the pj on r at
fixed ω and m is obtained by solving (24). An example
is given in Fig. 2 for a specific case.
Although (24) is only a good approximation of (23) for
small hk, it manages to capture the qualitative features of
the full dispersion relation (which also has four solutions)
even for larger values of hk. That being said, it possesses
certain non-physical features that one should take care
to avoid. In particular:
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FIG. 1. The branches of the dispersion relation ω±D in (25)
for the parameters m = 5, C = 2 and Λ = 10−4 at the
location r = 3.5. The solid black curve corresponds to the
weakly dispersive relation in (24) whereas the red curve is the
shallow water limit with Λ = 0. When the branches intersect
with a line of constant ω (dashed black line) the dispersion
relation has real solutions (red crosses).
1. At large r there is a maximum frequency ωmax =
1/
√
2Λ above which none of the pj are real. Since
the full dispersion relation has 4 propagating solu-
tions at infinity, one should always work below this
frequency.
2. Also at large r, the d mode is on the ω+D branch,
compared to the full dispersion relation where it lies
on ω−D. To avoid this, the upper limit on r should
be selected so that the d mode is on the correct
branch, e.g. Fig. 1.
3. When r2 < Λm2, the branches in (25) are complex
for all p. Hence, one should work above this radius
to ensure they are real for some p.
4. The extrema in the top left and bottom right of
Fig. 1 are absent in the full dispersion relation.
Thus, one needs to make sure that the ω = const
line does not cross these points as r is varied, oth-
erwise non-physical scattering will occur.
E. The scattering matrix
The scattering matrix M is an M ×M matrix which
acts on the amplitudes defined in (22) at a point rB and
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FIG. 2. The four solutions of (24) for ω = 17.7, m = 2,
C = 10 and Λ = 10−4. Only the real part of pj is shown. The
curves are solid for pj ∈ R and alternate in colour for pj ∈ C.
The location of the pj on the branches of the dispersion rela-
tion is shown on the right at the locations indicated. In these
panels, crosses indicate real p ∈ R whereas circles indicate
p ∈ C.
gives their value at another point rA < rB,
AA =MAB, (26)
whereAA,B is anM component column vector containing
all the AjA,B = A
j(rA,B) and rA,B are the points in the
system where one extracts the scattering amplitude. As a
matter of convention, the amplitudes in A will always be
ordered so that the mode with the largest Re[pj ] appears
at the top and Re[pj ] decreases moving down the column
vector.
The WKB solution in (21) encodes only the adiabatic
change in a given mode as it moves from one point to
another. In particular, if the WKB solution is known at
a point rb, then the solution at another point ra < rb can
be obtained by applying a shift factor,
F jab =
∣∣∣∣H′b(pj)H′a(pj)
∣∣∣∣
1
2
exp
(
−i
∫ rb
ra
pjdr
)
. (27)
provided the WKB solution is valid everywhere between
ra and rb (note, these functions are scalars and not ten-
sors; the lower indices indicate that the function is ap-
plied at rb and returns an object at ra). Hence, if the
WKB solutions are valid over the whole system, M will
simply be a diagonal matrix containing the shift factors
for the different modes. Such situations are usually of no
interest since they contain no mode interactions and no
scattering.
More interesting situations arise if there are points in
the system where the WKB solution fails. At these loca-
tions, the different pj interact and the scattering matrix
acquires off-diagonal terms that induce coupling between
the modes. This interaction arises as a proximity (or
intersection) of neighbouring paths in the (r, p) phase
space. An example of the phase space is given in Fig. 2.
Consider now the region between the dashed lines la-
belled A and C. In this particular example, |pj | coincides
for the + and u modes over short distance around the line
labelled B before the trajectories eventually move apart.
For other parameters (in this example when lowering
ω), these trajectories may come very close to each other
whilst never quite touching. Both of cases, one can esti-
mate the mode coupling using the techniques about to be
discussed. Since only neighbouring solutions can interact
in this manner, it will suffice to consider only two mode
interactions in the vicinity of special locations: these are
the turning points and the saddle points of H (defined
properly below). The different possible two mode inter-
actions around these points are sketched in Fig. 3. Scat-
tering events involves three or more modes can then be
built up as a sequence of multiple two mode interactions.
In the following, I will only state the 2×2 matrices which
relate the mode amplitudes at these points. The details
of the derivation are left to Appendices B and C.
1. Turning points
A turning point rtp is determined by the conditions,
Htp = 0, ∂pHtp = 0, (28)
which are to be solved at fixed ω and m for the values
rtp and ptp , where subscript tp denotes the value of a
quantity on a turning point. These points are so named
since, by Hamilton’s equations (16), they correspond to
the locations where a classical particle comes to a halt
and reverses it’s direction, i.e. r˙ = 0. Using the expres-
sion for the Hamiltonian in (15), the conditions in (28)
can be recast as equivalent conditions on the dispersion
relation,
ω = ω±Dtp , ∂pω
±
Dtp = 0. (29)
Hence the turning points are locations in the system
where the extrema of ω±D are on-shell. On the extrema,
two of the pj become equal and these modes will interact.
Let two such modes be denoted pL and pR with pL < pR.
By considering the form of the dispersion relation, e.g. in
Fig. 1, it is clear that only neighbouring pj can interact
in this manner.
The WKB solution clearly fails at rtp , since the WKB
amplitude (22) is inversely proportional to H′ which van-
ishes on the turning point. For r < rtp and r > rtp ,
however, the WKB solution is still valid. To compare
the WKB amplitudes in these regions, there is a stan-
dard procedure in which one finds an exact solution to
the wave equation around the turning point and then
matches this onto the WKB solutions. The details of
this procedure can be found in Appendix B. The result
7FIG. 3. The different possible two mode interactions around turning points (red circles) and saddle points (red crosses). In
panel A, there is no interaction. In panel B, there is a turning point where two evanescent modes at large r are converted
into propagating modes at small r. In panel C, the reverse happens. In panel D, there are two turning points which convert
propagating modes into evanescent modes then back into propagating modes (this is a combination of the two previous cases).
In panel E, the modes are converted at a saddle point with b > 0. This method of conversion is preferable to that shown in
panel D when the two turning points become close. In panel E, the modes are converted at a saddle point with b < 0. Although
there are no turning points, mode conversion occurs due to the proximity of the two solutions in the (r, p) plane.
is that the WKB modes mix with each other as the turn-
ing point is crossed. The mixing formulae can be ex-
pressed as a matrix that “transfers” the WKB solution
across the turning point. If the interacting modes have
pj(r < rtp) ∈ R and pj(r > rtp) ∈ C, they are related by
the 2× 2 transfer matrix T according to,(
AR<
AL<
)
= T
(
A↓>
A↑>
)
, T = e
ipi
4
(
1 − i2−i 12
)
, (30)
where the Aj< (A
j
>) are the WKB amplitudes (22) to the
left (right) of rtp and the label ↑ (↓) corresponds to the
mode which grows (decays) in the direction of increasing
r. In the mirror situation, where pj(r < rtp) ∈ C and
pj(r > rtp) ∈ R, the interacting modes are related by,(
A↑<
A↓<
)
= T˜
(
AR>
AL>
)
, T˜ = e
ipi
4
(
1
2 − i2−i 1
)
, (31)
The role of these two matrices is illustrated in panels B
and C of Fig. 3. It is useful to define another matrix Nab
for scenarios where there are two turning points, which is
formed by combining the previous two matrices with the
WKB propagation matrix in between (see Appendix B
for details). This matrix take the amplitudes of prop-
agating modes at rb and returns the same at ra < rb,
i.e. (
ARa
ALa
)
= Nab
(
ARb
ALb
)
. (32)
with,
Nab = F↓ab
[
1 + 14f
2
ab i
(
1− 14f2ab
)
−i (1− 14f2ab) 1 + 14f2ab
]
,
fab = exp
(
−
∫ rb
ra
Im[p↓]dr
)
,
(33)
The role of Nab is illustrated in panel D of Fig. 3. Note, it
is also possible to define a similar matrix relating evanes-
cent modes in this manner, which applies when there are
bound states [87]. I will not pause to do this here, since
the model example in (7) is a monotonically decreasing
function of r and therefore does not contain bound states.
2. Saddle points
A saddle point rsp is determined by the conditions,
∂rHsp = 0, ∂pHsp = 0. (34)
8which are to be solved at fixed ω and m for the values rsp
and psp , where subscript sp denotes the value of a quan-
tity on the saddle point. The first thing to notice is that,
unlike turning points, these locations are not in necessar-
ily on-shell. Therefore, in general, Hsp 6= 0 (apart from
in special cases to be discussed later).
Saddle points are concerned with propagating modes
which approach rsp from both sides, see Fig. 3. Depend-
ing on the properties of the saddle point, these modes can
either bounce off rsp (panel E) or pass straight through it
(panel F). The matrix connecting the mode amplitudes
is again found by searching for an exact solution to the
wave equation around rsp , and matching this onto the
WKB solutions (details in Appendix C). The connection
formula is [83], (
AR<
AL<
)
= S
(
AR>
AL>
)
, (35)
with,
S = τ−1
[
βα2 i
−i β∗α−2
]
, τ = e−pib,
α = 2
ib
2 e−
ipi
8 , β =
√
2piiτ
Γ( 12 + ib)
,
(36)
where Γ(z) is the Gamma function and the parameter b
determines the properties of the saddle point,
b =
sgn(H′′sp)Hsp√−µ+µ− . (37)
The µ+µ− term (explained in Appendix C) is always real
and negative due to the saddle structure, so the sign of b
is determined by the numerator.
The situation in panel E of Fig. 3 corresponds to b > 0.
This case is similar to that shown in panel D, since it
also contains turning points where propagating modes
become evanescent. However, once the distance between
the turning points becomes small, the WKB solution
ceases to be a good approximation in between and the
conversion matrix in panel D will fail. In particular,
the WKB solution is only accurate if the wavelength is
shorter than the distance characterising the change in the
background. Hence, an appropriate condition for choos-
ing which matrix to apply is the following,
psp(rb − ra) > 1 → Nab
psp(rb − ra) < 1 → S (38)
The situation in panel F of Fig. 3 corresponds to b < 0.
Technically, the WKB solution is valid everywhere in this
case and, as such, the mode coupling results from the
fact WKB is not an exact solution. Indeed, one can see
that the mode coupling is exponentially suppressed in
this case as expected due to the presence of exponentials
in (36). For large negative b, the matrix S asymptoti-
cally approaches the identity matrix and one effectively
recovers the scattering scenario in panel A.
3. Computing M
With these tools at our disposal, we are well-poised
to tackle a computation of the full scattering matrix for
generic dispersion relations of the form (9). The method
proceeds as follows,
1. Solve H = 0 for the different pj and plot the solu-
tions in the (r, p) plane (e.g. Fig. 2).
2. Locate the turning points and saddle points using
(28) and (34), then identify the dominant two mode
interactions of the type shown in Fig. 3.
3. Each non-interacting mode is evolved adiabatically
according to the shift factor in (27).
4. At each interaction, multiply the mode amplitudes
by the relevant matrix T, T˜ ,Nab or S.
As an illustrative example, consider the case depicted in
Fig. 2. In this scenario, there are 5 turning points which
I will call r1,2,3,4,5 from left to right. Let us compare the
mode amplitudes at the locations given by the dashed
lines labelled A and D,
AuD
A+D
A↑D
A↓D
 =M

AuA
A+A
A−A
AdA
 . (39)
The scattering matrix is,
M =

FuD1
F+D1
F↑D1
F↓D1

1 1
T˜
J12
Fu23 N23
Fd23
J34
N45 F−45
Fd45
J5A (40)
where Jab is a diagonal matrix, containing the shift fac-
tors, which translates propagating modes from rb to ra.
Notice that all that was necessary to write down (40) was
to inspect the (r, p) phase space in Fig. 2 and compare
with the two mode interactions in Fig. 3. The precise
locations of the turning/saddle points can then be ob-
9tained by solving the conditions in (28) and (34). If a
single expression forM is required, it is straight forward
to evaluate (40) computationally (performing the matrix
multiplications by hand gets rather tedious after a while).
In what follows, however, it turns out that the form ofM
as written in (40) will be more useful, since this allows
one to isolate the relevant scattering channels.
V. APPLICATION TO GRAVITY WAVES
In this section, I will apply the formalism established
in the previous section to fully characterise the scatter-
ing of weakly dispersive gravity waves around a DBT.
In other words, I will detail all the possible interactions
(involving turning points and saddle points) allowed by
the dispersion relation in (24). The crucial step will be
to identify the characteristic frequencies which divide up
the parameter space into regions where different scatter-
ing processes occur. To this end, I will first introduce the
key frequencies before illustrating the different scattering
types.
A. Light-ring frequencies
The first pair of important frequencies are the co- and
counter-rotating light-ring frequencies ω±lr , where the ±
corresponds to the sign of m. In the non-dispersive case
(i.e. Λ = 0) these are analogous to null geodesics in black
hole physics which orbit the system on closed paths [88].
For generic dispersion relations, they correspond to the
critical points of the effective Hamiltonian [84]. In terms
of the discussion of the previous section, these locations
have a simple interpretation: they are the locations where
a saddle point of H is also a turning point. Hence, the
light-ring conditions are,
Hlr = 0, ∂rHlr = 0, ∂pHlr = 0, (41)
which are solved at fixed m for the light-ring rlr , as well
as the frequency ωlr and momentum plr of a mode on the
light-ring. There is also a simple interpretation for these
frequencies in the particle picture; they correspond to the
energy required for a particle of given angular momentum
to orbit the system indefinitely on a closed trajectory.
Note that in [84], simple analytic expressions were pro-
vided for the light-rings of gravity waves around a DBT
in the shallow and deep water regimes. In the present
case, however, it is simpler to solve (41) numerically.
B. Critical frequencies
The second pair of important frequencies are the up-
per and lower critical frequencies, ωc and ω? respectively.
They are given by the conditions,
Hc,? = 0, ∂pHc,? = 0, ∂2pHc,? = 0, (42)
which are again solved for a (r, p, ω) triplet. Hence, these
points correspond to the inflection points of the effective
Hamiltonian in the p direction. The importance of these
frequencies can be understood as follows.
From (15), an inflection point of the Hamiltonian is
also an inflection point of one of the branches of the dis-
persion relation. Starting at large r, there will be four
real propagating solutions and three extrema on both the
upper and lower branches of the dispersion relation (see
e.g. Fig. 1). As r is decreased, the branches will rotate
clockwise due to the linear term in p in (25), causing
the two extrema on the right of the upper branch to ap-
proach one another, and the same for the two extrema
on the left of the lower branch. At a critical value of r,
the extrema meet to become an inflection point. On the
upper branch, the inflection point is given by (pc, ωc) and
on the lower branch at (p?, ω?). Due to the symmetry of
the dispersion relation (24), the following relations are
satisfied: rc = r?, pc = −p?, ωc(m < 0) = −ω?(m > 0)
and ω?(m < 0) = −ωc(m > 0).
Inside of the inflection point, there will only be one
propagating mode on each branch of the dispersion re-
lation. The crucial observation comes from noting that
ωc and ω? dictate which of the four modes are propagat-
ing and which are evanescent. On the upper branch, the
u mode will be the real one for ω < ωc, whereas above
ωc, the − mode is the real one. For the lower branch,
the d mode will be real above ω? and below ω? the +
mode is real. These observations are summarised in the
parameter space plot of Fig. 5 (discussed further in the
next section). Note that ω? plays no role for positive
frequency modes with m < 0. This is simply because
ω? concerns the lower branch of the dispersion relation,
which for m < 0 gets pushed to increasingly negative
frequencies as r is decreased due to the mC/r2 term in
(25).
C. Scattering processes
With these frequencies in hand, we are in a position
to look at the allowed scattering processes that occur in
(24). For the four restrictions laid out in Section IV D,
there are three in-going modes and one out-going mode
at large r (say r = R), and two in-going modes and
two evanescent modes approaching r = 0. Consequently,
there must always be an odd number of turning points,
the relative locations of which determine the type of scat-
tering that occurs. The different possibilities can be
grouped into 6 categories, whose phase space diagrams
are illustrated in Fig. 4. We have already seen an exam-
ple of such a diagram in Fig. 2, which corresponds to a
type VI scattering event. The procedure of writing down
the scattering matrix for the other five types proceeds
analogously to that outlined in equation (40).
The type of scattering depends in general on the wave
parameters ω and m, as well as the flow parameters C
and Λ. The light-ring and critical frequencies divide
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FIG. 4. The phase space diagrams representing the different allowed scattering processes experienced by weakly dispersive
gravity waves around a DBT. The type of scattering that occurs depends on the wave and background parameters, as shown
in Fig. 5. Notice how these diagrams are constructed by stitching together the diagrams for the two mode interactions around
turning points in Fig. 3.
up the parameter space into regions where the different
scattering types occur. However, the restrictions in Sec-
tion IV D mean that the values of Λ and m cannot be too
large, otherwise non-physical behaviour occurs at small
r. When this non-physical behaviour is avoided, a slice
of parameter space through the ω,C plane looks as illus-
trated in Fig. 5. This diagram clearly indicates that by
moving through parameter space, one can transition be-
tween the different scattering possibilities. The two crit-
ical frequencies involve a discontinuous change between
the character of the modes at small r (i.e. propagating
or evanescent) and hence appear as sharp boundaries in
the parameter space. By contrast, the transition across
the light-ring frequency is smoothed over as the interact-
ing modes gradually couple/decouple, depending on the
direction of crossing. The smoothed transition can be
incorporated into the scattering matrix using the saddle
point formula in (35). This procedure, which involves re-
placing the relevant turning point interactions in Fig. 4
with saddle point interactions, is illustrated in Fig. 6.
Using the diagrams in Fig. 4, it is also possible to iden-
tify the generalisation of the black hole horizon to the
dispersive case. In shallow water, the horizon is a one-
way membrane which lets the in-coming long-wavelength
mode through but blocks the out-going one from escap-
ing. For scattering types I and III, one can see that
the horizon is replaced by the turning point r1 where
an in-coming u mode is converted into an out-going +
mode, whilst the − and d modes pass through unim-
peded. For types V and VI, the same thing happens
except the roles of these pairs are exchanged. However,
for types II and IV, dispersion completely blocks the long
wavelength modes from propagating into the centre. In
this sense, there is no natural generalisation of the hori-
zon in the frequency range ω? < ω < ωc.
D. Quasinormal modes
I will now demonstrate how to apply this formalism
by using it to compute the characteristic modes of the
system, or the quasinormal modes (QNMs).
An excited closed system will vibrate in it’s normal
modes. These are solutions to the equations of motion
which satisfy a particular set of boundary conditions,
which usually involve either the field or it’s first spatial
derivative going to zero on the boundary. Common ex-
amples include the frequencies of a plucked guitar string
and the energy levels of a particle in a box. Similarly,
an excited open system will vibrate in it’s quasinormal
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FIG. 5. A schematic illustration of the parameter space for weakly dispersive gravity waves scattering with the DBT (the
bottom-left corner is the point ω = 0, C = 0). The light-ring and critical frequencies delineate the regions where different
scattering processes occur. The precise form of these curves depends on the value of m and Λ. However, the intersections
between the curves is qualitatively as shown provided m and Λ are not chosen too large (discussed in Section IV D). There are
two distinct behaviours depending on the sign of m. For m = 0, the type I process occurs everywhere in the parameter space.
modes. These are dissipative solutions to the equation of
motion which decay in time as they transfer energy out
of the system. Consequently, their frequency spectrum is
complex,
ωQN = Re[ωQN] + iIm[ωQN], (43)
where the real part gives the oscillation frequency and the
imaginary part determines the decay rate. Mathemati-
cally, the QNM frequencies can be found by imposing
purely transmissive boundary conditions on the system’s
open boundary. In other words, waves can leave the sys-
tem but none may come back in. I begin the discussion
by detailing the implementation of these conditions.
1. Boundary conditions
For non-dispersive waves around a DBT, the QNM
boundary conditions are that the wave is purely in-going
on the horizon and purely out-going at infinity [73].
Hence, the boundary conditions consist in setting the
amplitudes of the out-going mode on the horizon and
the in-going mode at infinity to zero. Since the non-
dispersive system is second order in spatial derivatives,
these two boundary conditions provide all the necessary
information to uniquely determine the eigen-frequencies.
In the dispersive case, the boundary conditions will be
complicated by the fact that there are extra modes in the
system. Specifically, the weakly dispersive system in (24)
is fourth order in spatial derivatives, hence, one must
supply a total of four boundary conditions to uniquely
determine the eigen-frequencies. Each of the processes
in Fig. 4 have three in-going modes at r = R, hence, the
first three boundary conditions consist in setting these
to zero. The remaining boundary condition is fixed by
realising that one of the evanescent solutions diverges
approaching r = 0, therefore it’s amplitude should also
be set to zero. In summary, setting,
AuR = A
−
R = A
d
R = A
↓
0 = 0, (44)
uniquely determines the eigenmodes of the weakly dis-
persive system, which are defined to be the quasinormal
modes. Since the solution to the wave equation is de-
termined upto an overall constant, one of the remaining
amplitudes can be set to one. For the QNMs, this is con-
ventionally chosen to be the out-going mode at infinity,
i.e.
A+R = 1. (45)
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FIG. 6. The interaction between modes which couple/decouple at the light-ring frequency is better described using the saddle
point interaction. The figure illustrates how to replace the relevant interactions in Fig. 4 when this occurs. The frequency
increases from left to right. The saddle point is indicated by a red cross.
2. The QNM condition
Since the QNMs have a particular oscillation frequency,
they will correspond to a particular type of scattering.
With the correct boundary conditions identified, we can
systematically begin applying them to each of the scat-
tering possibilities in Fig. 4 to determine which of them
contain quasinormal modes. The type I and II processes
can be immediately ruled out as candidates since imple-
menting (44) trivially fixes all the remaining amplitudes
to be zero. The other four scenarios require more care
to analyse, hence, I address them one-by-one. The gen-
eral QNM condition will be presented at the end of this
section in equation (53).
In type III scattering, the d mode decouples from the
rest and thus, one can immediately set Ad0 = 0. Fur-
thermore, the u mode is completely reflected at r1, thus
by (44), one must also have A↑0 = 0. Thus, the problem
is reduced to considering the scattering that occurs be-
tween the turning points r2 and r3. It only remains to
choose whether to implement the turning point or saddle
point conversion matrix at this interaction, i.e. N23 or
S. It turns out that for the QNMs, the turning points
r2 and r3 are close together and thus, the saddle point
interaction is the appropriate choice (this is also known
in the non-dispersive case [89]). Applying the boundary
conditions gives,(
0
A−<
)
= S
(
A+>
0
)
⇒ βα
2
τ
F+>R = 0, (46)
where F+>R is the shift factor for the + mode from r = R
up to the right of the saddle point. Recalling the def-
inition of β in (36), one can see that this condition is
satisfied for the poles of the Gamma function, i.e. when
it’s argument is equal to −n where n spans the natural
numbers starting from 0. Thus, in the type III diagram,
QNMs exist for,
n+ 12 + ib = 0, (47)
with b given in (37).
The analysis for type IV scattering proceeds in a sim-
ilar fashion. Again, one finds that the problem can be
reduced to considering the interaction around the turn-
ing points r2 and r3, which using the saddle point formula
gives,(
Au<
0
)
= S
(
0
A+>
)
⇒ β
∗α−2
τ
F+>R = 0. (48)
Consequently, the QNM condition in the type IV diagram
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is,
n+ 12 − ib = 0, (49)
which differs from the type III condition in (47) only by
a minus sign.
The type V process differs from the previous two cases
due to the way the + mode approaches the origin. The
boundary conditions immediately give A↑0 = A
u
0 = 0.
The turning points r2 and r3 correspond to a transfer
from the upper branch to the lower branch of the disper-
sion relation. Since this gap increases with m (and the
present method improves for large m) the turning points
will be far apart and the interaction is well represented
by the N23 matrix,(
A+2
0
)
= N23
(
A+3
0
)
⇒ −i(1− 14f23)F+>R = 0.
(50)
This condition is nowhere satisfied for the frequency
range in which type V scattering occurs. Hence, type
V scattering contains no QNMs.
Finally, the type VI process contains interactions be-
tween all four modes. The boundary conditions impose
that A↑0 = 0, thus the interaction between r2 and r3 is
described by the same matrix equation as in (50). Using
the saddle point conversion matrix at the next interaction
along gives, (
Au<
A+<
)
= S
(
0
A+>
)
. (51)
Using the shift factor to connect the amplitudes between
r2 and the left of the saddle point, then implementing
the boundary conditions at r = R, results in,
− i(1− 14f23)
β∗α−2
τ
F+3<F+>R = 0, (52)
which is simply a combination of the conditions in (48)
and (50). Since the bracketed factor is nowhere vanish-
ing in the allowed frequency range, the QNMs are again
determined by the poles of the Gamma function, which
gives the same condition as in (48).
We now have two different QNM conditions: (47) in
type III scattering and (49) for types IV and VI. These
can be unified into a single condition by noticing the
following. The definition of b in (37) contains a factor
of sgn(H′′sp) which is positive in type III and negative
in types IV and VI (more on this in the next section).
This acts to eliminate the sign difference between (47)
and (49). Thus, the single condition that gives the QNM
frequencies (within the WKB approximation) is,
Hsp√−µ+µ− = i
(
n+ 12
)
. (53)
This is the familiar QNM condition from the non-
dispersive case [89], albeit from the viewpoint of the
Hamiltonian rather than the effective potential. The
present analysis reveals that the condition also holds in
dispersive systems. The number n is called the overtone
number and essentially classifies the different QNMs ac-
cording to their lifetime. Usually, the fundamental mode
with n = 0 is the one of most interest since it is the
longest lived. In practice, (53) can be solved at fixed
n,m,C and Λ using a standard root finding algorithm (I
used Matlab’s inbuilt fsolve function for it’s robustness).
In Fig. 7, the dependence of ωQN on C is illustrated
for |m| = 5 for different values of Λ, and Fig. 8 shows
the variation with Λ for various C values. Both plots
demonstrate that the counter-rotating modes are insen-
sitive to changes in the dispersive parameter, whereas the
co-rotating modes depend strongly on Λ above a critical
C dependent value. This observation is explained in the
next section.
3. Interpretation
It is well-known in black hole physics that real part of
the QNM frequency is well approximated by the light-
ring frequency [88]. The reason for this is that the ratio
Re[ωQN]/Im[ωQN] grows with increasing |m|, hence, the
imaginary part can be treated as a small correction to
the real part for large |m|. At leading order, the QNM
condition (53) decouples into two equations,
Hsp(Re[ωQN]) ≈ 0, Im[ωQN] ≈ i(n+ 12 )
√−µ+µ−
∂ωHsp ,
(54)
where the right-hand side of the second equation is eval-
uated at Re[ωQN]. The first equation is simply the con-
dition for the light-ring mode in (41), hence,
Re[ωQN] ≈ ω±lr , (55)
where the + or − sign is taken depending on the sign
of m. The expression for the imaginary part in (54)
was also found in [84] by considering the divergence of
neighbouring rays near the light-ring. Within this ap-
proximation, an intuitive picture of the QNMs in terms
of an effective potential barrier emerges, as we shall now
see. This picture leads to a natural explanation of why
the co-rotating QNMs depend strongly on Λ whereas the
counter-rotating modes do not.
The key step in this argument will be to identify how
the relevant two modes interact around the light-ring. In
fact, since the light-ring is simply a turning point which
is also a saddle point, one can be even more general and
consider the interaction of two modes around a turning
point at each location in r. To do this, consider a local
expansion of the Hamiltonian around a turning point.
This amounts to expanding the branches of the disper-
sion relation around the extrema. Since the light-rings
are concerned with the upper branch, it will suffice to
consider an expansion of ω+D. The turning point condi-
tions (28) give the location of the extremum ptp = ptp(r)
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FIG. 7. The QNM spectrum for m = 5 (solid lines) and m = −5 (dashed lines) for different values of the dispersive parameter.
The counter-rotating rotating modes show little to no variation in the spectrum when increasing dispersion (at large C, the
three curves are basically overlapping). Conversely, the co-rotating modes are heavily dependent on Λ. This variation in the
spectrum corresponds to a change in the modes involved in the interaction. At the dots on the red and blue curves, H′′tp = 0
on the light-ring. To the left of the dots, the QNMs involve the + and − modes whereas to the right, they involve the u and
+ modes.
and the value of the branch there ω+tp = ω
+
D(r, ptp). Lo-
cally, the Hamiltonian is,
H = ∂ωHtp(ω − ω+tp) + 12H′′tp(p− ptp)2. (56)
On the upper branch, one has −∂ωHtp = Ωtp > 0. On-
shell solutions then satisfy,
ω =
1
2
H′′tp
Ωtp
P 2 + ω+tp , (57)
where P = p − ptp is the local wavevector. This is pre-
cisely of the form of a classical energy relation for a par-
ticle with energy ω moving through a potential ω+tp(r).
This is to be expected since (57) has been derived under
the assumption that P is small. Points where ∂rω
+
tp = 0
correspond precisely to the light-ring. Note also that the
kinetic energy term in (57) can be either positive or neg-
ative due to the presence of H′′tp .
The momentum of the particle is given by,
P = ±
√
2Ωtp(ω − ω+tp)
H′′tp
, (58)
which distinguishes two possibilities depending on the
sign of H′′tp . In both of these cases, the extremum of
ω+tp(r) plays a crucial role.
1. For H′′tp > 0, the particle classically propagates for
ω > ω+tp , i.e. above the potential barrier. If ω
+
tp has
a local maximum, the energy to be at rest at this
point represents the minimum energy required for
the particle to classically cross from one side of the
barrier to the other.
2. For H′′tp < 0, the particle classically propagates for
ω < ω+tp , i.e. below the potential barrier. If ω
+
tp
has a local minimum, the energy to be at rest there
represents the maximum energy the particle can
have whilst classically propagating from one side
to the other.
In the first case the light-ring frequencies are energy min-
ima whereas in the second case they are energy maxima.
Ultimately this is due to the fact that in case 1, the light-
ring involves the + and − modes, which interact at a
minimum (ω+D
′′
> 0) of the dispersion relation whereas
in case 2, the light-ring involves the u and + modes which
interact at a maximum (ω+D
′′
< 0) of the dispersion rela-
tion.
Using (58), the ω+tp may be interpreted as the mini-
mum/maximum energy for which a pair of modes may
propagate at a given radius. The same can be said for
the ω−tp curves on the lower branch of the dispersion rela-
tion. There are six such curves in total, corresponding to
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FIG. 8. The QNM spectrum for m = 5 (solid lines) and m = −5 (dashed lines) for different values of the rotation parameter.
The counter-rotating rotating modes show little to no dependence on the dispersive parameter. The same is also true for the
co-rotating modes when dispersion is weak. However, there is a critical point where H′′tp = 0 at the light-ring (shown as a dot)
and past this point, the size of both the real and imaginary part of ωQN begins to decrease with increasing Λ. This change in
behaviour corresponds to a change in the modes involved in the interaction: to the left of the points on the curves, the + and
− modes are involved whereas to the right, it is the u and + modes which interact.
the six extrema of 25 which can be clearly seen in Fig. 1.
However, only four of these are physical (the two on the
right of the upper branch and the left of the lower branch)
with the remaining two being non-physical artefacts of
the weakly dispersive approximation. Let the four phys-
ical extrema be denoted ω+tp(+,−), ω+tp(u,+), ω−tp(+,−)
and ω+tp(−,d), where the brackets indicate which modes
are interacting. These curves are illustrated in Fig. 9 for
two different cases. The shaded regions represent parts
of the system where the propagation of certain modes is
forbidden. If the extremum (∂rωtp = 0) lies on a curve
with H′′tp > 0, it is a local maximum, whereas on curves
with H′′tp < 0 it is a local minimum. This behaviour
corresponds exactly to that discussed in the two cases
above.
The switch over from one case to another occurs when
H′′tp = 0, which is none other than the condition for the
critical frequency in (42). Hence, the light-ring frequency
changes from an energy minimum to an energy maximum
when it intersects the upper critical frequency in the pa-
rameter space. In Fig. 5, this happens for a particular
value of C (say Cint). The dependence of Cint on Λ
is shown in Fig. 10 for the first five m’s. This shows
that the value of Cint decreases with increasing m and
Λ. Note that Cint < 0 corresponds to a structurally dif-
ferent parameter space than that shown in Fig. 5. This
only happens when m and Λ are too large, which would
violate the restrictions on weakly dispersive system out-
lined in Section IV D. Hence, only Cint > 0 is of interest
and the parameter space always looks like Fig. 5.
In Fig. 7, the location of Cint is shown as a point on
the m > 0 curves. At this point, there is a clear change in
the behaviour of the mode; specifically, there is a slower
increase in the size of Re[ωQN] with C and the size of
the Im[ωQN] decreases. In Fig. 8, the value of Λ for
which Cint equals the value displayed is also plotted as
a point. To the right of this point, the size of both the
real and imaginary parts of ωQN decreases with increas-
ing Λ. Since ωc intersects nowhere with ω
−
lr for ω > 0,
the counter-rotating modes are not subject to the same
change in behaviour, thereby explaining their lack of de-
pendence on Λ. In summary, the transition of H′′tp at
the light-ring from positive to negative is associated with
longer lived co-rotating QNMs with smaller oscillation
frequencies. The physical interpretation is that different
modes are involved in the QNM interaction depending
on the sign of H′′tp .
Finally, this interpretation in terms of minimum and
maximum energy modes is related to another a curious
feature of Fig. 5. When crossing ω+lr from below, the in-
teracting modes can either couple or decouple depending
on the position in the parameter space. The reason for
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FIG. 9. The dependence of the extrema of the dispersion relation (black curves) on r. The extrema merge at the inflection
point (dashed black line). In the grey region, the + and − modes are evanescent whereas in the upper (lower) pink region,
the u and + (− and d) modes are evanescent. For fixed frequency, these curves determine the locations where different modes
interact. The curves which mix the + and − modes have H′′tp > 0 whereas the other two have H′′tp < 0. On the left, the
parameters are m = 2, C = 0.5, Λ = 10−4. In this case, the radial extremum for ω > 0 modes is a maximum on the ω+tp(+,−)
curve. An example frequency is illustrated (red line) which corresponds to type III scattering. On the right, the parameters
are m = 10, C = 2, Λ = 10−3. In this case, the radial extremum for ω > 0 modes is a minimum on the ω+tp(+,u) curve.
The example frequency (red line) corresponds to type II scattering. Note that (24) is invariant under the exchange ω → −ω
and m → −m. Hence, these diagrams can also be used to describe m < 0 modes if one makes the changes ω+tp → −ω−tp and
ω−tp → −ω+tp . In this case, the extremum is always a maximum on ω+tp(+,−) and thus, the behaviour of the counter-rotating
light-ring is always the same.
this is that for ωc < ω
+
lr , the light-ring involves the + and− modes which interact at an energy minimum; that is,
as ω is increased, their propagation becomes classically
allowed and the modes decouple. This is what is happen-
ing in the transition from type III to type I scattering.
However, for ωc > ω
+
lr , the light-ring involves the u and
the + modes which interact at an energy maximum; that
is, as ω is increased, their propagation becomes classi-
cally forbidden and the modes become coupled. This is
what happens in the transition from type II to IV as well
as V to VI.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a general scheme has been outlined to
study the scattering of dispersive waves for which the
equation of motion is of the form (1). The scheme is
based on finding the paths traced out by the different
modes through phase space, and identifying the loca-
tions where mode coupling takes place, i.e. at turning
points and saddle points. This method was then applied
to study the QNMs of weakly dispersive gravity waves
around a hydrodynamic, rotating black hole analogue.
This specific example was chosen due to it’s connection
with recent experiments [77], however, it’s use is not lim-
ited to just this. Indeed, certain modifications to GR
(e.g. Horˇava gravity [11]) also exhibit modified disper-
sion relations which could be studied using the approach
discussed here.
With particular regard to surface wave experiments
involving draining vortices, there are a few comments to
make. Fig. 4 illustrates that the range of possible in-
teractions between dispersive modes is much richer than
in the non-dispersive case where only two modes are
present. This has implications for the superradiance ex-
periment of [76] which will be explored in another paper.
In this work, the behaviour of the QNM spectrum was
investigated, which is relevant to experiments of [77]. It
was shown in Section V D, through a detailed analysis of
the different scattering possibilities, that the well-known
QNM condition in the non-dispersive case applies equally
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FIG. 10. The location Cint in the parameter space of Fig. 5
where the ω+lr intersects with ωc. This value decreases with
both Λ and m.
in the dispersive regime. Solving this condition led to
the identification of two distinct behaviours: namely, the
counter-rotating QNMs are barely affected by dispersion,
whereas the co-rotating modes can depend strongly on it
(similar conclusions were reached in [84] although a rea-
son was not provided). This behaviour is related to the
fact that, for co-rotating modes, different pairs of scat-
tering channels are involved in the light-ring depending
on the flow parameters. This leads to a different inter-
pretation than that reached in [77], where it was sug-
gested that the reason for the link between the QNMs
and the light-ring modes is that the latter are the lowest
frequency modes capable of transferring energy across the
whole system. The present findings indicate that whilst
this interpretation holds for the counter-rotating modes,
the co-rotating QNMs (under certain circumstances) are
actually more correctly identified with highest frequency
modes capable of the same.
Given this observation, I can see two potential phys-
ical interpretations for the correspondence between the
QNMs and the light-ring modes. The first is that the
light-ring modes are those which can propagate deepest
into the vortex core whilst avoiding reflection (this is vi-
sually apparent in both panels of Fig. 9). Hence, one
would expect them to be the most efficient frequency
band to transfer energy from inside the system to the out-
side. The second interpretation involves a brief thought
experiment. Consider initialising the wave equation with
random noise over the whole system. This will contain
a superposition of all frequencies, which either enter the
vortex core or propagate out to infinity as transients.
There will be a particular frequency, however, corre-
sponding to a particle that sits indefinitely at the sta-
tionary point of the effective potential curves in Fig. 9.
In reality, the wave-like nature induces a decaying be-
haviour, as the mode slowly leaks away from the station-
ary point due to the spread of neighbouring trajectories
there. In this sense, the QNMs are simply the modes
which cling to the system the longest after it has been
perturbed. Hopefully, these observations provide some
new perspective on the link between the QNMs and the
light-rings [88], which has found use in the literature on
many occasions e.g. in characterising fluid mechanical
vortex flows [90] and predicting gravitational waveforms
in binary black hole mergers [91].
Finally, although in this work I have focussed on
weakly dispersive gravity waves, the method can easily be
extended to study the full dispersion relation for surface
gravity waves including capillarity, see e.g. [77]. Indeed,
the method is sufficiently general that it can be applied
to a wide variety of scattering problems, with potential
application in both gravitational and condensed matter
physics. I expect this will be particularly useful for the
next generation of analogue gravity experiments, aiming
to investigate general relativistic effects in evermore ex-
otic settings, e.g. in Bose-Einstein condensates [24] and
superfluid helium [92]. The framework set out here pro-
vides simple, intuitive approach toward answering ques-
tions in these systems.
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Appendix A: Constrained Hamiltonian
Consider a mechanical system with N generalised coor-
dinates qi and momenta pi. The Hamilton-Jacobi equa-
tion is a first order partial differential equation of the
form [93],
− ∂tS = H(qi, ∂qiS, t), (A.1)
where H = H(qi, p
i, t) is the Hamiltonian. S is Hamil-
ton’s principle function defined as the indefinite integral
of the Lagrangian L with respect to t.
S(q, t) =
∫ (q,t)
Ldt, (A.2)
which is related to the action functional S by fixing the
initial point (t0, q0) but allowing the upper limit of the in-
tegral to vary. The Lagrangian L is related to the Hamil-
tonian by,
L =
dS
dt
= ∂tS + q
′
i∂qiS,
=
N∑
i=1
piq
′
i −H,
(A.3)
where the dash denotes partial derivative with respect to
t. This allows one to write the action for the system as,
S =
∫
dt
(
N∑
i=1
piq
′
i −H
)
. (A.4)
The action can be put in parametrised form by re-
garding the time t as a new coordinate qN+1 which is
parametrised by (say) τ [85],
S =
∫
dτ
(
N+1∑
i=1
piq˙i
)
, (A.5)
where overdot denotes derivative with respect to τ . One
also needs to make sure that the constraint equation
pN+1+H = 0 holds. This can be implemented by adding
a term to the action,
S =
∫
dτ
(
N+1∑
i=1
piq˙i − α(τ)H
)
, (A.6)
where α is a Lagrange multiplier, which is an arbitrary
function of τ . Requiring that S be stationary when α is
varied yields the constraint H = 0, where H can be any
function whose root is pN+1 = −H. In this picture, H
appears as an effective Hamiltonian.
Now, notice that the WKB phase is precisely of the
form (A.2) with coordinates x and momenta k. Using
the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (A.1) with the definition
in (14), one can see that the Hamiltonian H is given by
ω±D defined in (10). Thus, the effective Hamiltonian H
must yield ω = ω±D as it’s roots. The function defined in
(15) gives precisely this.
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Appendix B: Transfer matrix at turning points
In this appendix, I outline the derivation of the deriva-
tion of transfer matrices T and T˜ defined in (30) and (31)
respectively, as well as the two turning point matrix Nab
in (33). To begin, the effective Hamiltonian is expanded
around the turning point,
H = ∂rHtp(r − rtp) + 12H′′tp(p− ptp)2, (B.1)
where the turning point conditions in (28) have been ap-
plied. Promoting p → −i∂r and applying the on-shell
condition, (B.1) becomes the local wave equation,
− ∂2rψ + 2iptp∂rψ +
[
p2tp +Q(r − rtp)
]
ψ = 0, (B.2)
where Q = 2∂rHtp/H′′tp which is a constant factor deter-
mined by the properties of the turning point. Note that
Q increases with |m|. The general solution to (B.2) is,
ψ = eiptpr [C1Ai (s) + C2Bi (s)] , (B.3)
where Ai(s) and Bi(s) are the two linearly independent
solutions of Airy’s equation [94], C1,2 are constants and
s = Q1/3(r− rtp). Far from the turning point, i.e. in the
limits s→ ±∞, these asymptote to,
Ai(s) ∼−∞
1
2|s|1/4√pi
(
e−i
2
3 (−s)3/2+ipi4 + ei
2
3 (−s)3/2−ipi4
)
,
∼
+∞
e−
2
3 s
3/2
2|s|1/4√pi ,
Bi(s) ∼−∞
i
2|s|1/4√pi
(
ei
2
3 (−s)3/2−ipi4 − e−i 23 (−s)3/2+ipi4
)
,
∼
+∞
e
2
3 s
3/2
|s|1/4√pi .
(B.4)
Next, one must find the form of the WKB solutions close
to the turning point. First, solving (B.1) for H = 0 yields
the radial wavevector in terms of s,
p = ptp ±Q 13 (−s) 12 . (B.5)
Also using (B.1) to compute the leading contribution to
to the amplitude (22), the WKB solution is of the form,
eiptpr
|s|1/4 e
± 23 i(−s)
3
2 . (B.6)
Now, consider the scenario where the modes are oscilla-
tory for s < 0 and evanescent for s > 0. The solution
either side of the turning point is,
ψ(s < 0) = αRψR(s) + αLψL(s),
ψ(s > 0) = α↓ψ↓(s) + α↑ψ↑(s).
(B.7)
where the WKB modes are defined,
ψL ' e
−i 23 (−s)3/2
2|s|1/4√pi , ψ
R ' e
i 23 (−s)3/2
2|s|1/4√pi ,
ψ↑ ' e
2
3 s
3/2
2|s|1/4√pi , ψ
↓ ' e
− 23 s3/2
2|s|1/4√pi .
(B.8)
Equating (B.7) with (B.3) in the asymptotic limits given
by (B.4), one finds a relation between the amplitudes
C1,2 and the different α’s. Eliminating the C1,2 gives,
αR = eipi/4α↓ + 12e
−ipi/4α↑,
αL = e−ipi/4α↓ + 12e
ipi/4α↑,
(B.9)
which are equivalent to the matrix equation (30) in the
main text. To obtain the transfer matrix in the mirror
situation (i.e. evanescent solutions for s < 0 and oscil-
latory for s > 0) one needs to make the transformation
s → −s in (B.3) and (B.7). Repeating the same proce-
dure, one finds,
α↑ = 12e
ipi/4αR + 12e
−ipi/4αL
α↓ = e−ipi/4αR + eipi/4αL
(B.10)
which are equivalent to the matrix equation (31) in the
main text. The mode labelled by ↑ is the one that grows
in the direction of increasing r in both cases. Note that
(B.10) is not simply a rearrangement of (B.9) since the
amplitudes are defined in different scenarios. Rearrang-
ing (B.9) for the evanescent amplitudes would give the
correct transfer matrix but in the opposite direction. To
correct for this, one would need to exchange the role of
the R and L modes. This means that T˜ is not the inverse
of T but the conjugate inverse, i.e. T˜ = (T ∗)−1.
The two turning point conversion matrix is obtained
by applying T at ra and T˜ at rb with a matrix containing
the WKB shift factors (27) in between. The modes are
evanescent in the region ra < r < rb and are labelled p
↑
and p↓, (
ARa
ALa
)
= T
(
0 F↓ab
F↑ab 0
)
T˜
(
ARb
ALb
)
. (B.11)
Between the turning points, the radial wavevectors sat-
isfy Re[p↑] = Re[p↓] and Im[p↑] = −Im[p↓] < 0. One also
has |H′(p↑)| = |H′(p↓)|. Using these relations, (B.11)
becomes (32) in the main text.
Appendix C: Transfer matrix at a saddle point
In this appendix, I detail the derivation of the sad-
dle point conversion matrix S defined in (36) (see also
[83]). The derivation begins by expanding the effective
Hamiltonian about the saddle point,
H = Hsp + ∂r∂pHspδrδp+ 12∂2rHspδr2 + 12∂2pHspδp2,
(C.1)
where δr = r− rsp and δp = p−psp and the saddle point
conditions in (34) have been applied. Note in particular
that whilst H vanishes for the solutions to the dispersion
relation, Hsp does not necessarily.
Compared to the turning point problem of Ap-
pendix B, the present case is more complicated by the
presence of the cross term proportional to δrδp. This
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term can be eliminate by a change of coordinate basis in
the (r, p) plane. First, rewrite (C.1) as,
H = Hsp + 12YT[d2H]Y, (C.2)
where,
[d2H] =
(
∂2rHsp ∂r∂pHsp
∂r∂pHsp ∂2pHsp
)
, (C.3)
is the Hessian matrix and the coordinate vector is,
Y =
(
δr
δp,
)
(C.4)
with YT it’s transpose. The change of basis in the (r, p)
plane proceeds via the standard method. The eigenvalues
of [d2H] are given by,
µ± = 12
(
∂2rHsp + ∂2pHsp ± sgn(∂2pHsp)×√
(∂2rHsp − ∂2pHsp)2 + 4(∂r∂pHsp)2
)
.
(C.5)
Next, [d2H] can be put into the form,
[d2H] =
(
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ
)(
µ− 0
0 µ+
)(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ,
)
(C.6)
where the rotation angle is defined,
θ = tan−1
(
µ− − ∂2rHsp
∂r∂pHsp
)
. (C.7)
Defining new coordinates (R,P ) via,
(
R
P
)
=
(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
)(
δr
δp
)
(C.8)
the Hamiltonian becomes,
H = Hsp + 12µ−R2 + 12µ+P 2. (C.9)
Note, in particular, that due to the definition of the eigen-
values in (C.5), the sign of the P 2 term in (C.9) coincides
with that of δp2 in the original Hamiltonian of (C.1). Fi-
nally, the Hamiltonian is scaled by a factor
√−µ+µ− and
the scaled coordinates are defined,
X =
√−µ−
µ+
R, K =
√−µ+
µ−
P, (C.10)
which puts the scaled Hamiltonian H in the form,
H = b− 12X2 + 12K2. (C.11)
The relative minus sign between the X2 and K2 terms
has appeared because µ+µ− < 0 due to the saddle point
structure, and b is defined,
b =
sgn(H′′sp)Hsp√−µ+µ− . (C.12)
Note that µ+µ− = det[d2H].
To obtain the local form of the wave equation, one
makes the identification K = −i∂X which, applying the
on-shell condition, leads to,[
b− 12
(
X2 + ∂2X
)]
ψ = 0, (C.13)
whose general solution may be written as,
ψ = C1U(ib,
√
2Xe−ipi/4) + C2U(−ib,
√
2Xeipi/4),
(C.14)
where U(a, z) is the parabolic cylinder function [95]. The
goal is now to match the asymptotic form of this exact
solution onto the WKB modes far from the saddle point.
First one must evaluate the WKB phase. K is obtained
from (C.11) with H = 0, from which one has,∫
KdX ∼
|X||b|
± ( 12X2 − b log |X|) , (C.15)
where the + (−) sign is taken for X > 0 (X < 0). The
factor in the WKB amplitude in the same limit is |H′| 12 ∼
|X| 12 . Hence, the different WKB modes are,
ψL< ' eiX
2/2|X|−ib− 12 , ψR< ' e−iX
2/2|X|ib− 12 ,
ψL> ' e−iX
2/2|X|ib− 12 , ψR> ' eiX
2/2|X|−ib− 12 ,
(C.16)
and the full solution in each region is,
ψ(X < 0) = αR<ψ
R
< + α
L
<ψ
L
<,
ψ(X > 0) = αR>ψ
R
> + α
L
>ψ
L
>.
(C.17)
The asymptotic form of the parabolic cylinder functions
is given in [80]. In the present case, this gives,
22
U(ib,
√
2Xe−ipi/4) ∼
X→−∞
(e3ipi/4)−ib−
1
2
[
eiX
2/2|
√
2X|−ib− 12 +
√
2pi
Γ( 12 + ib)
e−pib/2+ipi/2e−iX
2/2|
√
2X|ib− 12
]
,
∼
X→∞
(e3ipi/4)−ib−
1
2 eiX
2/2|
√
2X|−ib− 12 e−pib−ipi/2,
U(−ib,
√
2Xeipi/4) ∼
X→−∞
(e−3ipi/4)ib−
1
2
[
e−iX
2/2|
√
2X|ib− 12 −
√
2pi
Γ( 12 − ib)
e−pib/2+ipi/2eiX
2/2|
√
2X|−ib− 12
]
,
∼
X→∞
(e−3ipi/4)ib−
1
2 e−iX
2/2|
√
2X|ib− 12 e−pib−ipi/2.
(C.18)
The final step involves equating (C.17) with (C.14) in
the asymptotic limits given by (C.18). This yields a re-
lation between the amplitudes C1,2 and the different α’s.
Substituting out C1,2 yields the following relations,
αL< = iτ
−1
(
−αR> + 2−ibe−ipi/4β∗αL>
)
,
αR< = iτ
−1
(
−2ibeipi/4βαR> + αL>
)
,
(C.19)
where β and τ are defined in (36) of the main text. These
two relations give precisely the conversion matrix S in
(35).
